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Long Decoys Sell at Historic $4.1
Million Sale
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Massachusetts, on July 15 and 16, "merely" touched the skylights. Six of
the seven sold, for a total of $1,817,000 (including buyers' premiums),
while during the week that followed the sale, three or four people were
reportedly circling the sole buy-in, one of the two circa 1910 "dust jacket"
black-bellied plovers.
The sale—including 653 other lots of decoys, paintings, prints, and
books—was the auction house's best ever, fetching $4,159,393, a
phenomenal 30% or nearly $1 million more than last year's $3.2 million
success. Within those statistics are several others—world record auction
prices for a Crowell ruddy turnstone, for a Crowell set of miniature
waterfowl, and for makers John G. Tornberg, George Hinckley, and
Mark S. McNair. "But I think what I'm probably most proud of is that it
all happened in a tough economy," O'Brien said.
During the sale we noted, besides the Long plover, a minimal number of
buy-ins. O'Brien confrmed that the sell rate was approximately 90%,
with 22 of the 25 top-estimated lots of decoys and 23 of the 25 topestimated paintings sold. "That's quite an amazing percentage in any
market," he said, admitting his own surprise at the against-the-odds
results. "But when I accept a consignment, I really want to have an
auction. I want my buyers in the room to feel like they're there to take
something home."
Indeed they did—and at every price point. "Some people have the
misperception that we deal only in high-end items, but we had tons of
items estimated at ffty to two or three hundred dollars," he said. "What's
important is that even the lesser priced objects are quality items within
those felds."
O'Brien reiterated his egalitarian philosophy in his introductory remarks
at the start of the sale, before auctioneer Michael Grogan, whose own
auction house is in Dedham, Massachusetts, took the podium. "We have
decoys here from a hundred dollars up to wherever they go," O'Brien
said. And how far would they go? That was the burning question and a
cause for excitement as the bidding got underway.
During its lengthy publicity phase, decoy enthusiasts already understood
that the sale would be historic. The Harry V. Long birds, made expressly
for Long (1857-1949), an early Crowell patron, had never been out of
the family. If one looked at maker, form, rarity, condition, age,
provenance-each bird had it all.
On the day of the sale the auction room was arranged in museum style.
Large white walls and pedestals had been erected with black-lettered
signage in a distinguished font "The Harry V. Long Collection" and "A.
Elmer Crowell (1862-1952)." Displayed in those settings, along with the
Long decoys, were several other key objects from the fne arts part of the
sale, such as works by Andrew Wyeth, Frank W. Benson, and Edmund C.
Tarbell.
In addition to a regular softbound catalog, a 95-page hardback keepsake
book featuring just the Magnifcent Seven was produced. It included
O'Brien's biographical essay "The Life of Harry V. Long," illustrated with
many photos of the apparently idyllic life that Long, the son of a
cofounder of the Boston Stock Exchange; his wife, Susan Higginson
Bowditch Long; and their family enjoyed on their island estate, a
weekend retreat called White Head, oZ Cohasset, Massachusetts.
An interior shot of White Head shows two of the three extraordinary
geese made by Crowell for Long. As if the exquisite birds themselves
weren't enough to whet an enthusiast's whistle, the photo shows them
displayed in a well-appointed interior, on a Pilgrim period chest, below
an Audubon print, and between a couple of nice-looking Windsor chairs.
One of the geese, in a standing pose, is also pictured in The Art of
Deception: Waterfowl Decoys from the Private Collection of Paul Tudor
Jones II (2006). It presumably remains in Jones's hands. The other, a
preening goose, was brokered by O'Brien in the famous $1.13 million
deal that matched the world record for a decoy (the other $1.13 million
decoy was the Phillips preening pintail drake) in September 2007.
Now, at this sale, the third one, a nesting goose, was being oZered with
olcial expectations of $600,000/ 900,000. Is it any wonder, then, that
the unolcial expectations of the decoy world had it at $1 million or
beyond? It seemed that even the auction house was admitting the
possibility in print, given that the catalog for the frst time quoted a
buyer's premium of "15% of the fnal bid price up to and including
$1,000,000, plus 10% of the fnal bid price over $1,000,000." (In previous
years the 10% was applied after $100,000.)
One other Long bird, a preening pintail drake, was estimated almost as
strongly as the goose at $500,000/ 800,000 and seemed as qualifed to
break the record. The drake was the frst Long bird up, oZered as
alternating views of it were projected in a slide show on a screen. (All lots
with multiple views available were presented that way.) When it sold to a
collector's agent in the room for $546,250, after only a few minutes of
sparring with a phone bidder being handled by O'Brien, there was a
moment of silence rather than applause from the standing-room-only
crowd of about 200. Never mind that the price was within the estimate
and was a hefty one at that. Actively disappointed is the only way to
describe the mood. Strange world!
That mood continued when the same buyer took the swimming black
duck at $115,000 (est. $100,000/200,000); when the goose sold on the
phone for "only" $661,250; when dealer Dick McIntyre of Seabrook,
South Carolina, relaying bidding action via cell phone to an unknown
party, took the open bill calling yellowlegs with dropped wings at
$172,500 (est. $150,000/ 250,000); and when one of the two plovers
went at $115,000 (est. $100,000/200,000) to a man who asked to be
identifed only as a Tennessee collector.
Only Long's tucked-head red-breasted merganser drake inspired a little
clapping when it sold above its $100,000/200,000 presale prediction to
another collector in the room at $207,000.
People in the hallway beyond the salesroom afterward wondered outright
about O'Brien's reaction. Was he disappointed? There was no time to ask
him right then, as the rest of what would be a truly successful auction
was underway. Afterward, however, he told M.A.D., "We were very
excited to be a part of this historic sale. And we were thrilled to sell six of
the seven birds for the Long family. And over the course of history these
will be some of the most highly regarded decoys of all time. I will say,
however, I am a little surprised that they didn't go higher. I think that the
fve buyers acquired at the upper echelon of the feld."
Summarizing the Long results in more succinct terms, he said, "We didn't
hit a grand slam, but we hit a pretty good triple." As this current event
recedes into history, some might even call it a home run.
On both days of the sale, a few sections of more contemporary objects
were oZered. These included a 23-lot collection of decoys by Mark S.
McNair of Craddockville, Virginia, from the estate of Barrie and Bernice
"B.C." Stavis. "You should be developing relationships with makers like
McNair," in the same way that the early collectors developed
relationships with makers like Crowell, O'Brien had told his audience in
his introductory remarks. That is what American playwright Stavis and
his wife, a flm producer, did, starting in the mid-1970's, when McNair
was in his twenties.
At this sale the McNair decoys fetched outstanding prices, all but three
going over estimates and a few substantially higher. The top McNair lot,
a 1989 rig of fve Nantucket-style golden plovers, sold for $37,375 (est.
$5000/10,000) to the same collector's agent who took two of the Long
collection Crowells. It is the new world record for McNair.
O'Brien is accepting consignments for 2010. For more information,
contact Copley Fine Art Auctions at (617) 536-0030 or see the Web site
(www.copleyart.com).
Originally published in the September 2009 issue of Maine Antique
Digest. (c) 2009 Maine Antique Digest
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